
Dear Parents, 
 
Your child’s year group has a visit from author James Bishop on Friday 28th September. The second title in James’s 
laugh out loud hit Iguana Boy series, Iguana Boy vs. The 30 Second Thief, is out now, and Dylan and his bunch of 
hyper iguanas must prove themselves once again! James’s debut title, Iguana Boy Saves the World With a Triple 
Cheese Pizza released earlier this year to rave reviews, as well as being part of the Summer Reading Challenge and 
the Tom Fletcher Book Club this summer! The series’ anarchic text and lively comic style illustrations are sure to be a 
hit with fans of Tom Gates and My Brother is a Superhero.  
 
If your child would like to order a book for James Bishop to sign and dedicate to your child whilst he is here, please 
use the form below.  
 
More information about James’s title: 
 

Iguana Boy Saves The World With a Triple Cheese Pizza 
One boy. One disappointing superpower. Can Dylan tame a bunch of hyper 
iguanas and come up with a masterful plan to save the WORLD?  Yeah, 
probably ... but he's going to need a MASSIVE cheese pizza.  
 
Dylan has wanted a superpower for as long as he can remember, especially since 
his brother and sister have got really cool ones.  
 
But when his wish finally comes true, Dylan is MIGHTILY disappointed. For Dylan 
has become ... Iguana Boy. He can talk to Iguanas ... RUBBISH! 
 
And when supervillain Celina Shufflebottom kidnaps all the superheroes in 
London, Dylan must work out how to use his new team of chatty iguanas to save 
the day. He's going to have to think outside the box, (the pizza box), if he's going 
to become the hero he's always dreamed of.  
 
If he's going to make Iguana Boy cool. 

 
Iguana Boy vs. The 30 Second Thief 
One boy. One disappointing superpower. Can Dylan and his bunch of hyper 
iguanas make a lasting impression on the superhero collective, or will he be 
laughed out of town? 
 
He might have the lamest superpower ever but Dylan, AKA Iguana Boy, has 
proven himself worthy enough to be accepted into the superhero collective. 
Dylan is excited and his iguanas are hyper. Recipe for success, RIGHT? 
 
Iguana Boy and his team of iguanas eagerly await their orders to SAVE THE 
WORLD. But CEO of the Superhero Collective Ron Strongman doesn't have time 
for lowly superheroes.  
 
Dylan will have to find his own way to get to the top, or else he will be saving silly 
cats from trees FOREVER. When a new villain is causing chaos across London, 
Dylan can't believe his luck... this is his chance. Can Iguana Boy bring Repeat 
Offender to justice ... In 30 seconds or less! 
 

 
Child’s name and class…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Title of book(s) ordered (£6.99 each) ………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Parent’s signature………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 


